
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

ORLANDO DIVISION 
 

IN RE: TASIGNA (NILOTINIB)  
PRODUCTS LIABILITY LITIGATION       Case No. 6:21-md-3006-RBD-DAB 

     (MDL No. 3006) 
This document relates to all actions.              
____________________________________ 
  

PRETRIAL ORDER NO. 7 

A status conference for this matter was held on September 7, 2022. 

(Docs. 165, 168.) This Order memorializes the Court’s oral pronouncements.  

The tagalong cases recently transferred to this MDL via CTO-4 and CTO-5 

(Docs. 156, 163) are CONSOLIDATED into this action and BOUND by all of this 

Court’s previous Orders docketed in the lead action, including all deadlines and 

discovery obligations. Plaintiffs in those cases are DIRECTED to file Certificates 

of Interested Persons in the individual member cases as soon as practicable to the 

extent they have not already been filed.   

In the following member cases pending in the Middle District of Florida 

prior to the creation of the MDL, the parties are PERMITTED to take the 

depositions of the Plaintiff and one prescribing physician per case: Case Nos. 6:21-

cv-1287; 6:21-cv-1312; 6:21-cv-1335; 6:21-cv-1408; 5:22-cv-283; and 5:22-cv-303.1 

 
1 At the hearing, the parties advised the Court of a related Middle District of Florida case, 

Case No. 8:22-cv-1644, pending before Judge Scriven in Tampa, but that case has not been 
transferred to the Undersigned.  
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These depositions are bound by the Court’s prior time limitations. The parties may 

not engage in any other case-specific discovery in these particular cases without 

leave of Court. The parties may not engage in any case-specific discovery in any 

other cases in the MDL.2  

The remaining deadlines are reset as follows: Expert discovery and 

permitted case-specific discovery close on Wednesday, February 15, 2023. 

Dispositive motions3 are due on Wednesday, March 15, 2023; responses are due 

on Wednesday, April 5, 2023, and replies are due on Wednesday, April 19, 2023.   

The next status conference in this matter is SET for Tuesday, November 15, 

2022, at 10:00 a.m. in Orlando Courtroom 4A.  

IT IS SO ORDERED.  

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers in Orlando, Florida, on September 

22, 2022. 

 

 
 

 
2 At the hearing, Judge Harz, who presides over the related MCL cases in New Jersey, 

ordered the parties in her cases to submit to her, within fourteen days, a joint list of five cases 
selected by Plaintiffs and five selected by Defendant to engage in case-specific discovery.  

3 One dispositive motion on all case-specific issues will be permitted in each member case 
in which case-specific discovery is permitted. One dispositive motion on all non-case-specific 
issues will be permitted in the lead case.  
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